Rolfing" 51 and the Brain
An Interview with Kevin Frank
By Sabine Weis, Certified

Rolfer™

Introduction
J iJ!ten;iewed
Rolf Movement'
Instructor
Keoiu Frnnl: to di9C1/55 1/ icoviing model from
neuroscience tha: supports Rolfins Structurnl
Integratioll (Sf) toitl: a credible explanation and
~tory - wily it work".

As bllckgrolwd,
let me share a part of my
story. The Rolf tviooement aspects of my basic
Rolfing training completely chllnged my
wily of perceiving Ilnd 1.lsing my body. As (I
teen-aced athlete it lind seemed to me that the
most effective thing was to "work harder" ill
order to gft stronger, faster, mu! fitter through
weightlifting and countless repetitions of Ihe
Silme kinds of exercise. III Rolj?vfotJemen t, lwllS
faced with Dery different concepts that J could
1101 wholly grasp, but started playing with. For
example, at thirty [started dm!cing salsa. After
Dery few months, 1 stopped Inkillg lessons mid
instead applied ideas like challging my space
lind ground capaci Iy, depe/oping a better sense
for my inner line during spin« IIl1d turns.
Also, 1 experimented with inherent mouements
during freestyle and colll1eclioJl to I11y partner
with

orient atiou

I'v1If dancing

exercises.

improved dramaticalli;
Despite

the improvement,

1

really
doing. In my
Rollillg practice, Ialso find it quite c/WllCllgil1g
to speak about the work other than through
persona! experience or case studies, alld 1see this
issue troubles some Orilly 51 colleagues as well.
1 believe it is our jo/! to co1l1mwlicnte clearly to
numaged to articulate what
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support our credibilits; Outside ofMll1lich and
Boulder, toeface a public unatoare of Rolfing Sl.
A market sun'ey ill Germany (commissioned
by the European RO/fing Association 10 develop
our PR strategy) showed that "the man on the
street" does not know allythillg about what we
do or how it can be of beuefit. EVeIl people who
have exncrienced Rolfing sessions nuike z'ague
statements - "esoteric," "very painful," or
"strange but helpful bodywork." We know that
Roi;fing Sf is not jllst allother bodywork method,
but do we lIIa1wge to convey this? Yes, the
gmpity story does nutke sense to many people,
but dealing 'witil posture does Hot generate much
excitement, ~A/emight want to cOllsiderfinding
ttnother story to reinvent ourselves.
During a R..olfMopement

workshop with Kevin

iI12(J1O, lfelt a "click"

in my mind aboui houi

body movement affects the orain. Ttuu inspired
/I year of self-study anriappiicatioll.
There might
be potential to explain our work anew - and
more accurately - through neuroscience. 111
this light, I interviewed Kevin, 7.1'i1O has taken
ideas from scientific studies, espeCially from
neuroscience, and collllecled the findings to
tohni we do as Rolfers. 111 my interview with
Kevin, I was particularly interested ill how 10
tmnslate these conclusiolls for other medical
professioJll!ls and for laypeople.
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Sabine
Weis: Over several
years,
Rolfcrs and the Rolf Institute" of Structural
Integration
(RIS1) have become more and
more interested in science. Some possible
explanations
of how and why the Rolfing
process 'works have been found. Kevin,
why are Rolfing 51 and neuroscience
a
good team?
Kevin Frank: Luckily for us, science,
especially
neuroscience/brain
science,
seems to suggest that the brain is formed
on an ongoing basis. Researchers
keep
finding more evidence
supporting
this
view. Structural integration is likely to be an
example of this ongoing formation.
SW: But science takes time, and if we wait
until our concept is supported we all might
be very old. So what can we do until then?
KF: We can point to analogous procC'sses
that arc well-studied,
ones in which
behavioral changes and brain changes are
correlated. We hitchhike on these studies.
It's now quite plausible.
SW: The concept seems complicated, even
for health experts and doctors. How did you
become interested in neuroscience?
KF: First, I agree that we need ways to
ground the abstraction
of brain plasticity
and postural plasticity in simple examples;
otherwise
the "new explanation"
will
not help. To answer
your question,
it
was a natural
progression
that started
with satisfaction
about the experience
of
receiving, observing, and beginning to do
the work, but great dissatisfaction
with
the story we were told about what we are
doing and why it worked. Ida [Rolf] said
that fascia is plastic and therefore body
posture is plastic. Attractive
notion. As
so well summarized
in Robert Schleip's
writing
[sec bibliography],
the fascia is
much more likely a conduit of information
to the brain about movement and position
than it is a set of guy wires that hold it in
a certain position. Hubert Godard's work
demonstrated
that what we call "structure"
can change in a few seconds or minutes
before ou r eyes and then often change back
again. He showed how the fault is often not
the tissue but the way tissue is orchestrated.
Suddenly we are left with a great new idea:
posture and coordination
are the product
of our way of perceiving and making the
world up in our imagination.
Viow.
SW: Do you ever expose your clients to
this insight - we make the world up in
our imagination?
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KF: VVe must first re-define
the word
"imagination."
Vv'e think of imagmation.
generally,
as just making
things up or
pretending something that is not real. That
is imagination
that belongs to the thinking
process.
Imagination
is the foundation
of much more than thought.
r n tact the
world is something we "imagine" in order
to perceive it. Th,1t'S a wa , of describing
the mechanism
behind
w h at we call
experiencing
the world .. And the way
we perceive the world shapes our body
and our movement.
Coriver selv, how we
imagine our bod)' affects how we sec the
world and how we move as well. VVeare
usually somewhat
stuck in our ways of
imagining the world and our body. Because
our perception tends toward what Gibson
calls "invariant"
versions of what we see,
even if the world around us changes, we
tend to feel the world is constant, but it's
our perception that is. Our imagination can
be plastic. Ideas about the world, about ou r
body, 'Ire based on what we have been told
or what we learn {rom our family, school,
and training. Some of these ideas lead to
body dysfunction.
And our work is an
effective approach to evoking plasticity in
the 'ways we imagine our body.
What I am describing
are the layers of
"body image" that are associated
with
restriction. Tf a person is told to position
[his] pelvis in a certain way, for example,
this is a way of imagining the body - 'we
arc steered by automatic
images within
our subconscious.
\Vhat we are doing in
structural
integration
is helping people
feel how imagination
can liberate us from
unhelpful images. For example, learning to
arouse a palpable feeling of omnidirectional
space surrounding
the head is a \yay of
using conscious
imagination
to support
orientation
to space. The latter form of
imagination uses an image to arouse' native
motor intelligence. I describe this to clients
by distinguishing
imagination
that speaks
to the thinking brain versus imagination
that speaks to the "movement
brain" or
the sensorimotor system, [which] is a place
where our conscious awareness can affect the
parts of us beyond OLi I' conscious awareness.
SW: How do you raise the topic for new
clients?
KF: Beginning
with the first phone
conversation,
I introduce
what I would
call the "new story." That's what's exciting:
we have a new story that is going to be
quite different from the P.T., the D.C., the
M.D., the massage person, or the traditional

structural
integration
story. The story is
about how coordination
gets shaped, how
it isn't meant to change casually but we
have a combination
of things that help it
happen.
According
to what the person
can understand
the explanation
differs.
And I offer concrete
examples
of how
coordination
becomes
corrupted,
over
time, or during some incident,
how we
(appropriately)
need to resort to effort,
and how compensatory
patterns of motor
control can often fail to reset, leaving the
body functioning in an efforted state. What
does an efforted state look like? It is the body
working against its own inhibition. It's the
body using last-line-of-defense
muscles first
and first-line-of-defense
muscles last. It's Cl
state of motor-control confusion and we see
it everyday. The tascia story was convincing
until it became obsolete. Now the fascia-asplastic theory is both incomplete - because
it really doesn't
describe
why posture
changes - and unfortu nately it is also more
and more physically improbable.
SW: Probably
not all golfers think the
fascia story is obsolete. What made you
stop using it? Do you think both fields could
complement
somehow?
KF: Vle really don't know if some aspects
of the fascia-as-plastic
story are true or
not. I keep waiting
to hear something
definitive but I don't hear it yet. Schlcip's
writing is pretty convincing. I don't know
how many members of our community
have necessarily
read it or integrated
his
thinking into the teaching. Most S1 people
usually talk about fascia being plastic. My
official position is that I will not say it's
false until pro\'en one way or another, but
in the meantime
it's not a smart wav to
talk about our work. Vv'hat sours me is the
following: First, it lumps us into the basket
with all rnyofascial
therapies,
which are
proliferating, and J think SI is not myofascial
therapy. Second, it lets our clients off the
hook before we even start. TIle fascia story
says all we have to do is unglue the tangles
and stuck places in the fascia and life will
be just fine. 1 think fascial mobilization
will
have a much greater effect when we enroll
clients in the process, in participating
in
lasting coordinative
change. Posture is a
coordination.
\,Vhile fascial mobilization
is a great input to change motor-control
patterns - coordination
- we want clients
to understand
that what they do with their
minds and how they approach movement
is every bit as important.
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SW: What is the possible
neuroscience to ou r work?

connection

of

KF: It's not that neuroscience explains it
directly, but it's now very close. You take
what we know about fascia, motor control,
perception, and pre-movement
and you
observe changes in coordination
before
your eyes and draw the conclusion that
fascia must be a great way to inform the
motor-control system about better choices.
This means that what we call the functional
and structural taxonomies collapse as being
one and the same thing. We can continue
to argue for teaching fascial mobilization
skills, a taxonomy of manipulation perhaps,
and a taxonomy of coordinative education,
but really fascial work is probably going
to turn out to be more about education
and less about repairing fibrous fixations.
Schlcip's writing is quite effective in this
regard. Then we laboriously read about
perception and motor control in the articles
that Godard seems to effortlessly digest.
They all pointed to this new idea being a
very smart idea, but the picture didn't come
together as neatly until functional MRI
(fMRI) work propelled neuroscience into
a new field in which the brain's plasticity
could be observed directly.
Blakeslee and Doidge, and many others,
saw this as a huge journalistic moment to
summarize. Now, it's quite easy to put the
pieces together. Rather than research articles
with often difficult-to-discern implications
for our work, we have story after story
describing
amazing tales from clinical
practice, that are then related to how brain
changes accompany the improvement
in
function, It's easy to get carried away with
"brain plasticity" as the explanation for
everything. It has become a bit of a fad. Still,
the basic message has been revolutionary:
behavior changes the brain, if the behavior
is sustained. And we have the tools and the
understanding to make this kind of lasting
change in the brain mapping of our clients.
We have v','ays that people can feel how the
body behaves suddenly in ways of greater
ease, greater length, greater spaciousness in
the face of demand.
SW: What does a person "on the street"
know about neuroscience? Why would he
be interested? What do you say to describe
Rolfing 51 and what you do?
KF: It depends on the person but some
version of: "The programs that run our
movement are full of corrupted code, like
computer viruses. We clean up the code
www.rolf.org

"vith two powerful forms of education:
fascial mobilization
and perceptual
and coordinative
guidance.
Our work
systematically
and comprehensively
restores
the body's native movement
intelligence."
People need some simple
cxa mpl es to explain motor control, or
coordination.
They want to make a
connection to what you know is great stuff
but to their ears sounds a bit abstract and
different from what anyone else is telling
them - therefore suspect. Our trump card
is that INe know a lot about orientation
and a lot about foundational
orienation,
which is orientation to gravity. This is the
place INhere biology, physics, and existence
come together. \I\Then we enroll a system
in working with this level of response
we find greater plasticity to posture and
coordination.
VVecan demonstrate
how
weight and space orientation
changes
everything,
and makes it fu nat
th e
same time.
SW: And imagine
seconds ....

you only have thirty

KF: I give them the bra ke-and-gas-pedalglued-together story. It's clear and anyone
can imagine it. Unglue the two and life
is better. 1£ they give me five minutes,
r give them some more based on what
they already want in their life. I take the
predicament they offer me and explain how
it could change based on things like how
one prepares to move, or based on habit
patterns based on dealing with overload
at some point ill. life. Or I tell them that
they may be usi ng secondary
stability
muscles before they use primary - that's an
expensive choice they are making every day
without knowing it. I use different stories,
all based on motor-control models that are
corroborated by various pieces of research.
SW: What do physicians and psychologists
know about neuroscience? How do you
connect to them about what we do?
KF: I am likely to talk about posture and
lasting changes in posture derived from
better mapping at the sensorimotor level. I
also would add the business about primary,
secondary, and tertiary stabilization. I also
might speak about preparation
to move
and the manner in which this relates to
stability. We are always wise to find out
what interests them before launching into
a lecture, and to give them a very specific
concrete example. In person, I have them
pushonme
and I respond with a defensive
strategy and contrast it with a strategy
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built on perception and orientation. That's
the best illustration - what you can show
them in your movement. People can see it
right away. With psychologists, it's useful
to make the bridge between psychological
securi ty and subcortical
security based
on gravity orientation
and orientation
to "whcrr-" as opposed to "what." The
"where and what model," well described in
Pailliard's writing for example, shows that
OLIT sensorimotor
brain is mostly concerned
with "where" questions while our cognitive
brain is concerned with "what" questions.
"Where" information
makes the body
and sensorimotor
system happier than
"what"
information
- it provides
the
security at a deeper level, below thought.
The "where" and "what" mode] does a
good job of fleshing out Rolf's claim that
structural integration gets below the level
of conventional psychology.
SW: \,\Ihich models are your favorites
when referring
to the body m,lp and
related subjects?
KF: Noone in the field of neurophysiology
is going to hand us a new model on a plate.
Vv'hat ViC can do, however, is look at models
of brain maps of the body - sensory maps,
motor maps, even language maps - and
see that much of what we are doing is
about refreshing or reviving or enhancing
maps so the brain can make better choices.
Further, we can look at the various ways
that the brain has been divided into cortical
and subcortical
processes,
or "where"
and "wh at " processes,
and see that is
very attractive to speak about structural
integration as being a way of speaking to
subcortical processes, the sensorimotor
side of the equation. Now we arc doing
what Pailliard was advocating:
we are
bridging the chasm between psychological
approaches to human improvement
and
neuroscience.
further,
we have authors
such as Daniel Siegel who tell stories about
how he and his colleagues worked for a
long time to find acceptance in the medical
world for the idea that behavior changes the
brain. So he helped to con vince doctors that
how we meditate, how we process (things
like Somatic Experiencing" for example),
lead to integration of experience and then
chill1ges in brain activity, Vv'hat we add as
structural integrators is a package of tools
that speak to the sensorimotor brain, to the
subcortical processes that lead to lasting
shifts in posture and movement strategy.
Bodies behave as if "hungry" for better
information at this level.
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SW: How would
of "body maps"?

you explain

the concept

KF: You start by hel ping people realize that
their brain map of the body has gotten a
bit generalized
and vague. You bring alive
a sensory distinction
and you tell them,
"Now your map has a clearer distinction,
a dearer location of this part of the body.
That leads to better movement choices than
before." The map story can accompany
the visual anatomy
model and skillful
fascial touch. Also useful arc stories about
"where" and "what" - the storv about Ian
Waterman who lost his proprioception
(no
where and substitute of what to make up
for it), and the blindsight phenomenon
(all
"where" and no "what") in which a person
cannot consciously see an object but walk
around it to avoid walking into it; these are
dramatic illustrations that ground the topic
very succinctly. A great book that illustrates
"where" and "what" differentiation is Vision
and Art: The Biolo,?,y of Seeing by Margaret
Livingstone. She shows, for example, how
skillful artists build coded messages
to
our "where" brain. This gives the painting
impact in ways ,\ie feel without knowing
why at a conscious level.
SW: Terms like "sensorimotor
control"
and "secondary stabilization"
sound quite
theoretical.
Which concrete examples or
stories do you use?
KF: "Sensorimotor"
means the ["movement
brain," the] part of the brain that doesn't
require
conscious
thinking,
that acts
automatically,
faster than we can think.
You feel [its] intelligence when you tie your
shoes in a flash. But there is much more
to the sensorimotor
brain than just little
coordinative
patterns. It is the subcortical
part of the equation for keeping us upright
and for perceiving what our body needs to
know, bu t we don't notice it consciously.
"Secondary stabilization"
is about is using
the auxiliary muscles before we use the
ones that axe for normal levels of stability.
It's very "expensive"
for clients - they lift a
jugof milk [and] squeeze the abdomen and
clench the pelvic floor, either because some
well-intentioned
but misinformed
exercise
teacher told them to, or because they had
an accident and never stopped bracing, or
because they are in some state of fear or
defensi veness all the time. For whatever
reason, they are using a motor pattern that
should be saved for loads that are very
large and in which the primary stabilizers
turn on first.
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SW: Does neuroscience
offer
any
explanation about the relevance of instincts
or automatisms?
And how would you link
this to Rolling SI?
KF: Ithink neuroscience and developmental
psychologists have been trying to figure out
what is "hard wired" and what is learned
for a long time. The current thinking, as I
understand
it, is an example of dynamic
systems
process. Anatomy
predisposes
us to movement
that we learn more or
less inevitably if given the opportunity
to
play and explore as children. V,'e develop
automatic subroutines
that save the brain
the trouble of making it all lip from scratch
each time a similar movement is called for.
People often live with the assumption
that
you can train to learn a new movement.
But Rolfers help people as much to unlearn
expensive
automatic
routines,
learned
during moments of pressure or overwhelm,
or just plain unhelpful guidance from wellmeaning educators.
SW: How do YOLl guide
follow your suggestions?

clients

to easily

KF: How do we help people find ease in
learning new simple things that, at first,
make them feel stupid? You want to start
with slowing down the learning process;
figure out the learning style of the client,
make success easy at the beginning
and
refer back to that baseline. Teach the skills
that precede learning movement
such as
sensory awareness,
conscious awareness
of orientation, conscious awareness of felt
sense. You want to make the process fun.
IVe learn most when we are having fun.
SW: How would you guide clients when
they ask "What am Isupposed to feel?" or
"What does this have to do with my pain? rr
KF: Start early with teaching the client the
authority
of his experience
and [noticing
the] contrast between doing some simple
movement
from effort and from ease.
Make it very simple so there is no question
of skill. For example, "push my hand like
you want to do a good job of pushing; now
let go of the good job, and feel your skin as
you push." [Look] for, [coach] for, responses
that involve length rather than contraction,
the capacity to grow more spacious in the
face of demand.
Learn what the client
likes. Help clients build a vocabulary
of experience
and remember
that what
resources them is the path to finding ease
and flow and often relief from pain.
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The body learns new coordination
by
repetition.
It's that simple. We are mostly
helping
the person to interrupt
the old
pattern, by stopping,
by slowing down,
by inhibiting
the old one, with sufficient
support and safety so it's not overwhelming.
Then we teach what to pay attention to as
the initiation of the movement begins. Each
time the old pattern shows up, we stop and
go slower and find better resource. In the
absence of the effort pattern, the automatic
system can have a chance to manifest ease.
The body automatically repeats what it likes
and likes what feels easier, all other things
being equal. But we often need to support
people to do that because all things aren't
equal, People have been taught to struggle
and work harder, right?
SW: Sure. That is what most of us learn
at school, from our parents, and what we
assume is expected
by bosses at work.
One question [clients have] about what is
achieved during Rolfing sessions is "will
it last?"
KF: New posture and new movements last
when the client likesit and on reflection CaJ1
allow it, meaning it is not in conflict with
some aspect of the psyche. One needs to
help the client find the secondary benefit of
the former pattern; that is quite important
and part of the ecology of change. Then the
client needs to find the new coordination,
using his own cue, not yours necessarily.
And then the client needs to find ways to
integrate
the new movement
into life at
times and places that feel safe and easiest.
And clients need to talk to us about all of
this, to have LIS listen to what has worked
and what hasn't so they can organize their
experience.
And self-care exercises are
important,
ones done in small doses that
feel good to do . If we change coordination,
we assume this will be lasting.
SW: 111e model, here, is about coordination
and communication
working
together,
instead of in conflict. It takes time to grow
into thinking
that way; creating stability
constantly and speaking about actual body
experience.
Going into the experience
can also be tricky. What do you say to
guide [that]?
KF: I attempt
to get people
used to
tracking and being tracked in their sensory
experience. nus is not unique to my work of
course. But it's a huge way to "guide" either
verbally or nonverbally
by following the
rhythm, sensory experience, and meaning
impulses of the client. Often just listening
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is the best guidance because it supports the
self-regulatory
and self-discovery process
of the cl ient. As one tracks the client, one
tracks one's own body experience. This
develops a co-resonant state in which the
patterns that are no longer needed tend to
be the most willing to release. I think this
reinforces the mapping process in the brain,
by the way.
SW: Thank you very much, Kevin, I feel
excited that a bit of your experience can
be presented here to make sense of this
fascinating
field of neuroscience.
I see
this as great opportunity
to keep up with
academic developments, as well as valuing
even more the Rolfing work.

Sabine Wcis is !l Roljer ill Frankjur), Germany.
Kevin Frank is Il Rolf b/uroemeni Instructor
with IIpractice ill Holdernes«, New Hampshire.
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